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Let W be a Dedekind domain whose quotient field Q is a perfect field. 
Let K by the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck ring for the category of quasi- 
homomorphisms of finite rank torsion free W-modules. Let N = nil rad K 
and let E be the subgroup of K generated by the quasi-isomorphism classes 
[D], where II is strongly indecomposable and is the underlying W-module 
of an integral domain over W. (For convenience, we will refer to such a D 
as a strongly indecomposable domain,) It is easily seen that E is actually a 
subring of K (cf. [2, I,emma 6.19, p. 421). We will show that E@N is the 
integral closure of H in K. It then follows that E is the subring generated by 
the idempotents in K. 
The basic concepts of the theory of finite rank torsion free W-modules 
can be found in [ 11. Two such modules arc quasi-isomorphic if each is 
isomorphic to a submodule of the other. The ring K is generated by the 
resulting quasi-isomorphism classes, with relations given by 
[G] + [H] = [G@H] and multiplication given by [G][H] = [GO H]. A 
finite rank torsion free W-module is strongQ indecomposable if it is not 
quasi-isomorphic to a proper direct sum. Since the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 
holds for quasi-isomorphism classes [ 1, Corollary 7.9, p. 751, K is a free 
abelian group on the set of quasi-isomorphism classes of strongly indecom- 
posable modules. 
All modules mentioned are finite rank torsion free W-modules. We omit 
the subscript W on such expressions as <7@ H, Hom(G, H), End (;, and 
rank G. We write G z I1 to denote isomorphism and G- IZ to denote 
quasi-isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G he u strongly indecomposable W-module and let 
N= nil rad (End G). suppose thut there rxist.v a W-homomorphism 
p: G 0 G + G such that p(G @ G) q& NG. Then .?I = 0 and p defines on G the 
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structure of a commutative associative not-necessarily-unitary ring without 
zero dovisors which is quasi-isomorphic to an integral domain. 
ProoJ Choose g,, gZE G such that p(g, @ g2)$ NG. Define 
TZ: End G + G by ~(4) = #( g,). Since G is strongly indecomposable, every 
endomorphism of G is either nilpotent or a quasi-automorphism [l, 
Corollary 7.8, p. 741. Thus Ker x E N. Now define p: G + End G by 
P(g)(x) = ‘4x0 .!T). Then rrpEEnd G and W#N since 
np( g2) = p( g, 0 g,) $ NG. Thus zp is a quasi-automorphism of G, so rt is a 
quasi-surjection. 
By [ 1, Theorem 14.2 and Corollary 14.4, p. 1611, End G is quasi-equal 
to S@ N, where S is a direct sum of integral domains, S# 0. Since 
Ker rt G N and G is quasi-equal to rc(S@ N), then G is quasi-isomorphic to 
S@ z(N). Since G is strongly indecomposable, X(N) = 0 and S is a strongly 
indecomposable domain. By [l, Theorem 14.3, p. 1631, Sz End S and 
since End G is quasi-isomorphic to End S, End G is a strongly indecom- 
posable domain and thus N = 0. 
Since End G is commutative, for x1, x2 E G, the endomorphisms 
#4x, 0 -1 and /1(-0x*) commute, i.e., for all XEG, 
,u(x, @ ~(x 0 x2)) = .@(x, Ox) 0 x2). Hence the ring (G, ,u) is associative. 
Since G is strongly indecomposable, (G, p) is also commutative. For 
O#gEG, p(g@-)$N, hence p(g@-) is manic, so g is not a zero 
divisor. Finally, the ring (G, p) is quasi-equal to its integral closure, which 
is an integral domain. 
If G and H are strongly indecomposable modules, we write [G] < [H] if 
H is quasi-equal to the submodule generated by all b(G) for 
4 E Hom( G, H). 
LEMMA 2. (a) The relation [G] < [H] is a partial ordering on the set 
of quasi-isomorphism classes of strongly indecomposahle W-modules. 
(b) If there exists a W-module X and a quasi-surjection G 0 X -+ H, 
then [G] < [H]. 
Proof (a) Clearly the relation is reflexive and transitive. Now suppose 
[G] < [H] and [H] < [G]. Let N=nil rad(End G). Then there exists 
$: H + G such that #(H) @ NG, and so since [G] 6 [H] there exists 
4: G + H such that @(G) @ NG. Thus $4 $ N, and since G is strongly 
indecomposable, $4 is a quasi-automorphism. Thus 4 is split manic, so 
d(G) is a quasi-summand of H. Since H is strongly indecomposable, G and 
H are quasi-isomorphic, i.e., [G] = [H]. 
(b) If p is a quasi-surjection from GO X to H, then G is quasi- 
generated by its submodules p,(G), where pzc = p(- 0 x). 
Recall from [3] that if D is an integral domain over W and G a 
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W-module, then we define D-rank G = rank, Hom(G, D). Since D-rank G 
depends only on [G], D-rank extends to a map K -+ Z, which is a 
homomorphism of rings. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let C and D he strongly indecomposable domains, and G 
a strongly indecomposahle W-module. 
(a) [G] < [D] ifand only ifD-rank G>O. 
(b) [C] < [D] if and only if C is isomorphic to a subring of a finite 
integral extension D’ of D. 
(c) If D’ is a finite integral extension of D, then D’-rank G = 
D-rank G. 
(d) Zf [C] < [D], then C-rank G 6 D-rank G. 
Proof: (a) (a) Clearly if [G] < [D] then Hom(G, D)#O. 
(e) Let p: Hom(G, D)O G + D be the evaluation map, ~(40 g) = 
d( g). Then I = Image p is an ideal in D and is non-trivial if D-rank G # 0. If 
O#dEl, then d ‘,QD. Choose O#WE W such that wd‘ ‘ED. Then 
w = wd ‘LIE I so that MID c I and so I is quasi-equal to D, i.e., 
Hom(G, D) 0 G -+ D is quasi-surjective, so [G] < [D]. 
(b) Hom(C, D)zHom,(C@ D, D). Now COD-IZC,, where the Ci 
are the non-equivalent composita of C and D [2, Lemma 6.19, p. 421. 
Since D may be assumed without loss of generality to be a dedekind 
domain (since it is quasi-equal to its integral closure), Hom,(C,, D) # 
0 o C, is a projective D-module o Ci is a finite integral extension of D. 
Furthermore, the structural map C + Ci is manic [2, Definition 6.18, 
p. 421. Taking D’ = Ci establishes the result. 
(c) Since D’ is a finitely generated projective D-module, Hom(G, D’) % 
D’ On Hom(G, D), and so rank,, Hom(G, D’) = rank, Hom(G, D). 
(d) Apply (b) to choose a finite integral extension D’ of D containing C 
as a subring. Let r = C-rank G = rankc Hom,(C@ G, C). Since C may be 
assumed to be a Dedekind domain, CO G = F@ L, where F is a projective 
C-module with rank r over C. Then 
D-rank G = D’-rank G = rank,, Horn&D’@ G, D’) 
= rank,]. Hom,.(D’ Oc (Fe L), D’) > r 
since D’ Oc F is a projective D’-module with rank r over D’. 
The identity of the ring K is [ W]. Since K has characteristic 0, we iden- 
tify Z as a subring of K. 
If x=x n,[Gi] EK, where the G, are strongly indecomposable W- 
modules, then Support x is defined to be the set of [G,] such that ni ~0. 
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LEMMA 4. Let x E K be integrally dependent on Z and not nilpotent. Then 
there exists k > 0 such that the set of minimal elements in Support xk is the 
set of quasi-isomorphism classes [D] such that D is a strongly indecom- 
posable domain minimal with respect to the property that D-rank x # 0. 
Proof: W is minimal among the set of all domains and among the set of 
all strongly indecomposable modules, and if G is strongly indecomposable, 
then W-rank G #O if and only if [G] = [ W]. Now if the minimal 
polynomial for x has a non-zero constant term, applying the ring 
morphism W-rank to this polynomial shows that W-rank x # 0, and we see 
that [ W] E Support x, so the lemma is true in this case with k = 1. 
Otherwise let k>O be the smallest positive integer such that the coef- 
ficient ck of xk in the minimal polynomial for x is non-zero. Then if n is the 
degree of this minimal polynomial, ck.vk is a linear combination of 
Xk+l 
) . ..) x n, and inductively we see that there is a positive integer m such 
that mxk is a linear combination of .x~~, . . . . xnek. It then follows that if [G] 
is minimal in Support xk, then G is a quasi-summand of H, OH, 0 X for 
some [Hi] E Support xk. By Lemma 2 [H,] d [G], so [Hi] = [G] since 
[G] is minimal. It then follows from Proposition 1 that G is quasi- 
isomorphic to a domain. Now if D is any strongly indecomposable domain, 
then D-rank x # 0 o D-rank xk # 0 o D-rank G # 0 for some minimal [G] 
in Support xk o [G] < [D] for some such minimal [Cl. Since such 
minimal [G] have been shown to be domains, the result follows. 
COROLLARY 5. If x E K then x is nilpotent if and only if x is integrally 
dependant on Z and D-rank x = 0 for all strong1.v indecomposable domains D. 
LEMMA 6. Let Q’ be a finite galois extension of Q, C a subring of Q’, 
and D a domain such that Q’ s QD. Then D-rank C is the number of distinct 
non-zero Q-morphisms o: QC + Q’ such that o(C) c D. In particular, 
D-rank C = (Q’ n D)-rank C. 
Proof: D-rank C = rank,, Hom.(C@ D, D). Now by [2, Lemma 6.19, 
p. 421, COD - ITDo where d ranges over the set of distinct ring 
morphisms C + Q’. Now since D is a dedekind domain and Do(C) E QD, 
then Hom,( Do( C), D) # 0 o Da(C) = D o a(C) E D. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 7. Let Q’ be a finite galois extension of Q and C a strongly 
indecomposable subring of Q'. If D is any strongly indecomposable domain, 
then there exists a strongly indecomposable subring D, of Q’ such that 
[D1] < [D] and D,-rank C= D-rank C. 
Proof: If D-rank C = 0, then C # W and we can choose D, = W. 
Otherwise by Proposition 3, C is isomorphic to a subring of a finite 
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integral extension D, of D and D-rank C = D,-rank C. We may further 
suppose Q’ E QD2. By Lemma 6, D-rank C = (D, A Q’)-rank C = D 1- 
rank C, where D, is a strongly indecomposable subring of Q’ such that 
D, n Q’ is a finite integral extension of D, (cf. [2, Proposition 6.9, p. 393). 
Furthermore since D, c D,, then [ID,] < [D] by Proposition 3. 
LEMMA 8. Let .Y E K. Then there exists an integer m such thut ij 
[D,] < [Dz] < . . < [D,] is u chain of strong1.y indecomposable domains 
and Di +. ,-rank x # D,-rank x ,fbr all i, then t d m. 
Proof: It suffices to prove the result when x = [G]. But then 0 <D,- 
rank G < rank G and by Proposition 3 D,-rank G < Di, ,-rank G, so the 
result follows with ni = rank G. 
Recall that E is the subring of K generated by all [D] where D is a 
domain, and that N = nil rad K. 
LEMMA 9. If D is a strongly indecomposahle domain, then there 
esists .xn E E such that ,for all strongly indecomposable domains C, 
C-rank x1, # 0 o C-rank x,, = 1 o [D] < [C]. 
Proof: From [3, Theorem 1, p. 2731 it can be seen that there exists x,, 
such that the desired property is valid for all CE Q’. The result now 
follows from Lemma 7. 
THEOREM 10. The integral closure of L in K is E @ N. 
Proof: If 0 # e E E and [D] is minimal in Support e, then D-rank e # 0. 
Thus E n N = 0 by Corollary 5. Now since E is generated by idempotents 
[3, Theorem 2, p. 2741 and idempotents and nilpotents are clearly integral 
over Z, it suffices to show that every XE K integral over Z belongs to 
E @ N. It further suffices to find e E E such that D-rank e = D-rank x for all 
domains D, for then .x-e is also integral over Z because e is, and so 
x -e E N by Corollary 5. 
Now by Lemma 4 the set of minimal [D] such that D-rank x#O is 
finite. Then using Lemma 9 we can find e, E E such that D-rank (.u - e,) = 0 
for all such minimal D, and such that for any [D1] < [D,] if D,- 
rank(x-e,)#O, then D,-rank(x-e,) # D,-rank(x-e,) o D,-rankx # 
D,-rank x. We then apply the same procedure to x-e,, obtaining the 
desired e after at most m steps, where m is as given in Lemma 8. 
COROLLARY 11. E is the subring generated by the idempotents in K. 
Proof From [3, Theorem 2, p. 2741 we know that E is generated by 
idempotents. It thus suffices to show that all idempotents belong to E. 
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Since idempotents in K/N lift uniquely to K, it suffices to show that all 
idempotents belong to E@ N. But this follows from Theorem 10, because 
idempotents are integral over Z. 
THEOREM 12. Let G he a finite rank torsion free W-module. The follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) [G] is in the integral closure of Z in K. 
(2) The set of [H] such that H is strongly indecomposable quasi-sum- 
mand of some tensor power G Q . . . @ G is a finite set. 
(3) There exists u finite integral extension W’ of W such that the W- 
module W 0 G is a Butler module whose typeset (over W) contains on@ 
idempo ten t types. 
Proof ( 1) * (2) If [G] satisfies a manic polynomial of degree m with 
integer coefficients, then all powers [Glk are expressible as linear com- 
binations of 1 = [ W], [G], . . . . [G]“‘+ ’ and (2) follows immediately. 
(2)* (3) Let [HI], . . . . [H,] be the quasi-isomorphism classes of 
strongly indecomposable quasi-summands of the tensor powers of G. Since 
G is quasi-direct sum of copies of certain of the Hk, it suffices to prove that 
each Hk satisfies (3). Now Hk @ H, is a quasi-direct sum of copies of 
various Hi, where [ Hk] d [Hi] by Lemma 2. If Hk is a quasi-direct sum- 
mand of H, @ H, then Hk is a domain by Proposition 1 and hence satisfies 
3) by [2, Theorem 6.26, p. 461. Otherwise Hk@ Hk is a quasi-direct sum of 
copies of H, with [HJ < [Hi], and inductively we may suppose there exits 
W: such that Wi@ Hi is a Butler Wi-module with idempotent typeset. 
Then W’O Hk @ Hk is a Butler W-module with idempotent ypeset, where 
W’ is the compositum of the W(. Since W’@ Hk is isomorphic to a pure 
submodule of W’ 0 Hk 0 H,, the result follows. 
(3) + (1) By [3, Theorem 2, p. 2741, [G] is a linear combination of 
idempotents and nilpotents in K, hence is integral over Z. 
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